Rapid determination of antigenic epitopes in human NGAL using NMR.
The recent remarkable rise in biomedical applications of antibodies and their recombinant constructs has shifted the interest in determination of antigenic epitopes in target proteins from the areas of protein science and molecular immunology to the vast fields of modern biotechnology. In this article, we demonstrated that measuring binding induced changes in two-dimensional NMR spectra enables rapid determination of antibody binding footprints on target protein antigens. Such epitopes recognized by six high-affinity monoclonal murine antibodies (mAbs) against human neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) were determined by measuring chemical shifts or broadening of peaks in (1)H-(15)N-TROSY HSQC and (1)H-(13)C HSQC spectra of isotope-labeled NGAL occurring upon its binding to the antibodies. Locations of the epitopes defined by the NMR studies are in good agreement with the results of antibody binding pairing observed by dual-color fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy. In all six cases, the antibodies recognize conformational epitopes in regions of relatively rigid structure on the protein. None of the antibodies interact with the more flexible funnel-like opening of the NGAL calyx. All determined epitope areas in NGAL reflect the dimensions of respective antibody binding surface (paratopes) and contain amino acid residues that provide strong interactions. This NMR-based approach offers comprehensive information on antigenic epitopes and can be applied to numerous protein targets of diagnostic or therapeutic interest.